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Abstract:

Shafiq-ur-Rehman is renowned as humorous writer in the

world of literature, with the different diction of pleasant

simple and impressive writings. His writings got have the

expression of loud laughter but have a very pleasant smile

and beauty of lips service. He has extempore smiling

impression with quality of romantic expression. His short

stories based upon the refraction of Pakistani society

decline humanity pains, worries, disappointments,

resulted own the defeated, broken love sequence. His art

of writing not only produce his dynamic personality but

also criticise as sharp style on the trends of the society in

h is  p lea sant  manners .  He explore  the  na tura l

psychological problems of a person with the help of past

memories. He writes on social issues, cultural values and

traditions in perspectives of tragedy of human society. But

his style of writing is so pleasant that a reader soon come

out from atmosphere of worries and disappointments. His

writings reflect the tragedy and comedy of a nature and

human society, side by side decorated with freshness and

pleasantness of life. We can take him as writer of the





people as Nazir Akbar Abadi the poet of common man. In

this essay it is described psychological and artistic merits,

social and cultural awareness, and human attitude of

middle class are being discussed accordingly. 
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